A new dawn is here!

UNLEASH your FULL CREATIVITY with the POWER of Vista 3 Lighting & Media Control

Think it, Create it, Do it

by: Chroma-Q

chroma-q.com/vista
NEW - Vista Control Surfaces

A new dawn is here! At Chroma-Q®, we are excited to announce that we have acquired the Jands Vista lighting & media control system - rebranded as Vista by Chroma-Q®. Continuing Jands’ vision for their award-winning platform, we are introducing the all-new Vista 3 software, along with two new control surfaces.

Manufactured in North America, in the same facility where we produce our award-winning Chroma-Q® lighting fixtures, the Vista control surfaces harness all of the features and advantages of the Vista 3 software.

The cost-effective Vista MV can be used as a powerful, yet intuitive, standalone controller, when connected to a host PC or Mac running the Vista 3 software.

Furthermore, the MV can be used as a playback extension to any existing Vista 3 system. Its compact footprint qualifies as “carry on” luggage.

- Compact design
- USB powered
- 2 physical DMX outputs
- 5 playback faders
- Grand Master intensity fader
- 15 assignable buttons
- 4 function keys
- Unlimited pages

The Vista EX is a control surface that provides large amounts of physical control within a compact footprint, capable of delivering small to large scale shows.

- 12 playback faders
- 60 assignable buttons
- 8 encoders
- Dedicated master cuelist playback controls
- Grand Master intensity fader
- 12 user keys
- 4 function keys
- Unlimited pages
- 2 physical DMX outputs

Vista 3 software can also be used with the Vista UD512 USB to DMX interface connected to a host PC or Mac running the software.
NEW - Vista 3 Software

Unleash your full creativity with the power of Vista 3. Continuing to impress with its legendary timeline, visual interface, speed and ease of use, Vista 3 has been developed to dramatically enhance the existing feature set whilst also introducing a host of major new features. As well as running on the new control surfaces, Vista 3 is supported by the majority of existing Vista hardware and host PC or Mac systems - see FAQs page on our website for details.

Improved 2D fixture visualisation
Vista is once again pushing the boundaries of what is possible with visual control. Control of fixtures with spherical or abnormal arrays is now much improved.

Window based, customisable workspaces
V3 has introduced a way of quickly recalling application set-ups on single and multi-monitor systems, which helps to drastically increase productivity and workflow.

Merge multiple showfiles into one
A long requested feature that provides flexibility and simplifies show management.

New Colour engine and picker
Capable of mixing up to 11 colours often found in today’s lighting fixtures.

Smart FX Masters
A game changing way of being able to control lighting effects within live show environments. FX Masters further demonstrate the advantages and sheer power of Vista’s generic fixture model.

Get started today by downloading your FREE demo version of the Vista 3 software at chroma-q.com/vista
Vista by Chroma-Q - A New Dawn Has Arrived!

Vista by Chroma-Q® is the beginning of a new partnership between two award-winning brands, which brings a whole new range of possibilities to the marketplace.

Vista

Launched in 2004, the Vista system has been adopted by a large range of leading lighting designers, specifiers, rental and production companies, venues, shows and events worldwide. Continuing its legacy, the new Vista 3 software has been developed by the same team who created the Vista v2 software - and the team is expanding, to accelerate the release of new and innovative features.

Chroma-Q

At Chroma-Q®, we develop products which enable users to deliver the best possible creative experience. We have been designing, developing and manufacturing innovative and award-winning LED lighting fixtures in North America for over a decade. With control over our processes, and a hands-on approach to construction, engineering and testing, we will be developing the new range of Vista hardware products to take full advantage of the Vista 3 software, combined with the highest level of performance, innovation, build quality and reliability.